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a b s t r a c t
An integral domain is said to be a half-factorial domain (HFD) if every non-zero element a
that is not a unit may be factored into a finite product of irreducible elements, while any
other such factorization of a has the same number of irreducible factors. While it is known
that a power series extension of a factorial domain need not be factorial, the corresponding
question for HFD has been open. In this paper we show that the answer is also negative. In
the process we answer in the negative, for HFD, an open question of Samuel for factorial
domains by showing that for certain quadratic domainsR, and independent variables, Y and
T , R[[Y ]][[T ]] is not HFD even when R[[Y ]] is HFD. The proof hinges on Samuel’s theorem
to the effect that a power series, in finitely many variables, over a regular factorial domain
is factorial.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of determining the class of factorial domains that is stable under power series extensions was raised by
Samuel in [12]. He showed in [12] that not all factorial domains are in this class but regular factorial domains belong to
this class. For other examples, see [7,8,11]. It is also shown in [12] that if R is a regular factorial domain, then power series
extensions of R by any finite number of indeterminates remain factorial. Whether invariance of factoriality under power
series extension by a single variable implies the same for any finite number of variables is still open. Specifically suppose
R[[Y ]] is factorial; then is R[[Y ]][[T ]] factorial, where Y and T are independent indeterminates? Even this special case is also
open.
In [4], Carlitz proves that a ring of algebraic integers has class number one or two if and only if if every non-zero element
that is not a unit is a product of a unique number of irreducible elements. There is a more detailed proof of Carlitz’s Theorem
on p. 527 of [10] that makes clear the role of Dirichlet’s prime number theorem for number fields. A domain satisfying this
factorization property was called a half-factorial domain (HFD) by Zaks in [13].
Recall that a domain is called atomic if every non-zero element that is not a unit is a product of irreducible elements
(atoms). Zaks did not originally assume this property in his definition of HFD. In papers subsequent to [13], a domain D is
said to be HFD if it is atomic and if an element a has two factorizations a = a1a2 · · · am = b1b2 · · · bn into irreducibles in D,
thenm = n. For a survey of results on HFD, we refer to [4,5]. There are many papers that ask explicitly or implicitly whether
HFD is stable under power series extensions, see for instance [1–5].While the expected answer is in the negative, there have
been no examples in the literature.
In this note we show not only that HFD is not preserved by power series extensions, but that R[[Y ]]may be HFD, while
R[[Y ]][[T ]] is not (as usual, here Y and T are independent indeterminates). In contrast to the delicate examples in [7,11,
12] that demonstrate the instability of factoriality under power series extensions, the examples in this paper that show the
instability of HFD under power series extensions are straightforward.
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2. Power series extensions of quadratic algebras
Throughout the paper, X , Y , and T are independent variables, R[X] and R[[Y ]] denote the polynomial ring and the power
series ring, respectively, over an arbitrary ring R.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that B is a domain which is free of rank two over a domain A with B = A + Aβ , where β ∈ B − A. Let
R = A+ XB[X] ⊆ B[X] and let S = B[X][[Y ]][[T ]]. If u is a unit of S, then (βT + Y )u is not an element of R[[Y ]][[T ]].
Proof. The fact that u is a unit in S = B[X][[Y ]][[T ]] implies that the coefficient of Y 0T 0 in u is a unit of B ⊆ B[X]. Let it be
p+ βqwhere p and q are in A. Then the coefficient of Y 1T 0 in (βT + Y )u is p+ βq and the coefficient of Y 0T 1 in (βT + Y )u
is βp+ β2q. If both p+ βq and βp+ β2qwere in R, then βq ∈ A forces q to be 0 because β 6∈ A. And so βp ∈ A∩ Aβ = {0}.
This gives p = q = 0 and so a contradiction to u being a unit in S. 
The hypothesis that (B[X])[[Y ]][[T ]] is factorial in Theorem2.2 is satisfied by regular factorial domains, see [12], Theorem
2.1 or [9], Theorem 171 and Theorem 188. The notation in Theorem 2.2 is the same as in Lemma 2.1.
Theorem 2.2. Let B be a domain that is a free module of rank two over a domain A with B = A + Aβ and let R = A + XB[X].
Suppose that S = (B[X])[[Y ]][[T ]] is factorial. Then R[[Y ]][[T ]] is not HFD.
Proof. Letβ2 = a1β+a0, where a1, a2 are in A. Consider the five factors X(Y+βT ), X(Y+(a1−β)T ), X , X , Y 2+a1YT−a0T 2.
Each of the five factors is in R[[Y ]][[T ]], and we now proceed to show that each of them is irreducible there.
If X were reducible in R, then X would factor as an element a ∈ A times X/awith 1/a ∈ B. Since B is integral over A, this
would make a a unit in A. So X is irreducible in R[[Y ]][[T ]].
Now consider X(Y + βT ). It factors in the factorial domain S as (X)(Y + βT ). Since Y is irreducible in S, Y + βT is
irreducible in S, hence prime as S is factorial. Suppose X(Y + βT ) = fg in R[[Y ]][[T ]]. Therefore, (Y + βT ) divides either f
or g in S. Say it divides f .
Suppose X also divides f in S. Then g is a unit in S. Hence the constant term of g , call it c , is in R and is a unit in B[X].
Hence c is a unit in B[X] and hence c is also a unit in B∩ R = A. This makes g a unit in R[[Y ]][[T ]]. So in this case X(Y + βT )
is irreducible in R[[Y ]][[T ]]. So we assume that X divides g in S. Since (Y + βT ) is irreducible in S, this makes f equal to
u(Y + βT ), where u is a unit of S, contradicting Lemma 2.1. Hence in any case X(Y + βT ) is irreducible in R[[Y ]][[T ]].
A similar argument shows that X(Y + (a1− β)T ) is irreducible in R[[Y ]][[T ]] since {1, a1 = β} is a basis for B over A and
hence a1 − β can play the role of β in Lemma 2.1.
Now suppose that Y 2 + a1YT − a0T 2 = fg in R[[Y ]][[T ]]. Since Y 2 + a1YT − a0T 2 = (Y + βT )(Y + (a1 − β)T ) in S, the
factor Y + βT divides fg in S, because S is factorial. Since (as was shown in the proof of Lemma 2.1), Y + βT is prime in S,
Y + βT divides (say) f in S. If Y + (a1− β)T also divides f in S, then g is a unit in B[X], hence also a unit in B∩ R = A. So g is
a unit in R. In this case Y 2+ a1YT − a0T 2 is irreducible in R[[Y ]][[T ]]. So we assume that Y + (a1−β)T divides g in S. Hence
f is equal to u(Y + βT ), where u is a unit of S, contradicting Lemma 2.1. Hence in any case Y 2 + a1YT − a0T 2 is irreducible
in R[[Y ]][[T ]].
Therefore, in [X(Y + βT )][X(Y + (a1 − β)T )] = X2(Y 2 + a1YT − a0T 2), the left hand side has two irreducibles and the
right hand side has three irreducibles. Thus, R[[Y ]][[T ]] is not HFD. 
If A, B, and R in the Theorem are Noetherian, then R[[Y ]][[T ]] is Noetherian. By comparison, the problem of whether the
polynomial ring R[Y ] beingHFD implies R[Y , T ] is HFD has been answered positively for RNoetherian (see [4,5]). The general
case is open.
The ring R = A + XB[X] fits into the class of rings whose HFD property has been extensively studied, see [1–3,6], for
instance. Let R and C be the field of real numbers and the field of complex numbers, respectively. By [2], Theorem 5.4,
R = R + XC[X] is HFD. This R is a 1-dimensional domain whose integral closure C[X] is factorial. Further, each non-zero
element of C[X] can be written as the sum of its constant term and an element of the conductor ideal XC[X]. Hence by
Theorem 6.2 of [4], R[[Y ]] is HFD.
Consequently we have the following corollary of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 2.3. The domain R = R+XC[X] is an example of a domainwith the property that R and R[[Y ]] are HFD but R[[Y ]][[T ]]
is not HFD.
As noted in the introduction, whether the corresponding result for factorial domains also holds is a question implicit
in [12], namely if R and R[[Y ]] are factorial, must R[[Y ]][[T ]] be factorial.
Our result heightens the relevance of the following questions: which HFD’s R have the property that R[[Y ]] is HFD?
In particular, does R factorial imply that R[[Y ]] is HFD? And which HFD’s have the property that R[[T ]] HFD implies that
R[[T ]][[Y ]] is HFD?
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